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1 Introduction

� Kanakanavu is a critically endangered Indigenous language of Taiwan spoken in the Namasia District (那
瑪夏區) of Kaohsiung, southern Taiwan1

– Kanakanavu belongs to the Austronesian language family. It is a Formosan language (a language
outside of the Malayo-Polynesian subgroup, which covers all Austronesian languages outside of Taiwan),
but its genealogical place within the family is still under debate, with several hypotheses positing different
positions in the family (cf., for example, Starosta 1995; Ho 1998; Blust 1999; Sagart 2004; Ross 2009;
Zeitoun & Teng 2016)

Figure 1: Left: Administrative divisions of Taiwan, with Kaohsiung City (高雄市) highlighted; Middle: Admin-
istrative divisions of Kaohsiung, with Namasia highlighted; Right: Administrative divisions of Namasia (right) –
from bottom: Nangisar0 (南沙魯), Mangacun (瑪雅), and Tanganua (達卡努瓦) villages

� Similar to many Western Austronesian languages, Kanakanavu is a verb/predicate-initial language and
it shows a basic opposition between two voice constructions – agent voice and patient voice – in the verbal
clause

– As can be seen in (1), voice can be symmetrically marked on the verb, which is a feature shared by
symmetrical voice languages (Himmelmann 2005), where neither voice form serves as the morphologically
basic form

1There are currently around 370 Indigenous Taiwanese who identify as Kanakanavu, but the vast majority of the community members
are speakers of one or more (non-Kanakanavu) dominant languages spoken in the area, including Chinese languages and Bunun, the
language of another Indigenous group in Namasia (cf. Liu et al. 2015). There have been persistent efforts in the community to preserve
and revitalize the language. The data considered in this study consists mainly of spontaneous speech recordings collected over the past
few years as part of an on-going collaborative project involving two community language activists – Mr. Ka’angaiana ’Angai (翁博學)
and Mr. Kanapaniana Pani (孔岳中) – and a linguist (the author).
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(1) a. cumac0’0́la
c<um>a-c0’0la
<av>red-see

’akúa
’ikua
1sg.obl
patient

mamálang.
ma-marang0.
red-old
agent

‘The elders were looking at me.’ (1002-UKN:65) Agent Voice

b. c0’0́le
c0’0la-ai
see-pv.pfv

kúa,
’ikua
1sg.obl
agent

tinúa=máku.
tinúa=máku
hunting.trap=1sg.gen

patient
‘I looked at my hunting trap.’ (1011-MKN:126-127) Patient Voice

– There is a wide range of (semantically) transitive verb stems that may undergo voice alternation
to occur in either construction. Syntactically, one difference between the two constructions lies in the
argument role assumed by the primary argument or the Privileged Syntactic Argument (PSA). In agent
voice, it is the agent that occurs as the primary argument (1a); in patient voice, it is the patient that
serves as the primary argument (1b):2

� The literature on Formosan and Philippine languages has had extensive discussion on the differences be-
tween the two voice constructions crosslinguistically, particularly with regard to transitivity (cf., for example,
Mithun 1994; Huang 2002; Liao 2002; Reid & Liao 2004; Liao 2004; Ross 2002; Ross & Teng 2005; Huang
& Tanangkingsing 2011). This paper focuses on a phenomenon in Kanakanavu that has not been widely
attested in other Formosan or Philippine languages – case marking alternation observed for the agent
argument in patient voice

– As can be seen in (2), in affirmative indicative patient-voice clauses, the (pronominal) agent
receives two alternating cases depending on the aspectual value of the clause3

– In the perfective (stem-ai) (2a), the (pronominal) agent is marked in the oblique

– In non-perfective – including imperfective (stem-0n) and perfect (ni -stem) – clauses (2b-c), the
(pronominal) agent is marked in the genitive

– Outside the domain of agent marking, the oblique case is generally used for adjuncts (3a)4, and the
genitive case encodes possessors in the nominal domain (3b)

(2) a. k0́ne
ka0n0-ai
eat-pv.pfv

’ikúa
’ikua
1sg.obl
agent

alám.
alam0

meat
patient

‘I ate the meat.’ (Elicited)

b. k0́n0n=máku
ka0n0-0n=maku
eat-pv.ipfv=1sg.gen

agent

alám.
alam0

meat
patient

‘I (will/would) eat the meat.’ (Elicited)

c. nik0́n=aku
ni-ka0n0=maku
pv.perf-eat=1sg.gen

agent

alám.
alam0

meat
patient

‘I have eaten the meat.’ (Elicited)

(3) a. iávatu
i-a-vatu
locomotion-ipfv-come

kúa
’ikua
1sg.obl
adjunct

mićıko.
miciko
m.

‘Michiko would come to me.’ (1013-
MKN:72)

b. aliśıko
ali-siki-au
manual.motion-clean-pv.imp

tanáha=máku
tanasa=maku
house=1sg.gen

poss

mé.
mise
quo

“‘Clean my house!’, they would say.’
(1002-UKN:77)

2The primary argument is the unmarked argument in the language, and is the privileged syntactic argument (PSA) that serves as
the syntactic pivot in many clause-combining constructions. It can be considered equivalent to the nominative argument, the absolutive
argument, or the trigger in other Austronesian languages, depending on the analytic/theoretical framework.

3Although the language has been described otherwise (cf., for example, Tsuchida 1976; Zeitoun & Teng 2016; Sung 2018), this study
is in line with Cheng (2018) and Wild (2018) in analyzing Kanakanavu as showing overt case marking in pronouns only.

4Note that the patient participant in agent voice is also encoded as an oblique adjunct, as in (1a) above. Oblique NPs are either
unmarked for case or marked by the oblique marker na.
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� In this presentation, I will

1. show that (i) the oblique agent (2a) exhibits more prominent semantic, syntactic and discourse properties
than the genitive agent (2b-c), but that (ii) the former is highly restricted in terms of distribution across
mood categories and clause types;

2. propose a diachronic analysis to explain the phenomenon by identifying the historical sources of non-
perfective patient-voice verbs from erstwhile subordinate structures (i.e. Proto Austronesian nominal-
izations); and

3. entertain a hypothesis in which the genitive agent was introduced into the verbal clause domain when
nominalizers were reanalyzed as verbal voice markers at an earlier historical stage of the language, a
process that occurred in the vast majority of Formosan and Philippine languages (Starosta et al. 1981;
Ross 2009) but is argued to be still on-going in Kanakanavu, leading to agent marking alternations at
the synchronic stage of the language

2 Aspect-conditioned agent marking in affirmative indicative clauses

� The oblique agent (occurring in perfective patient-voice clauses) always represents a specific, topical
(continuously tracked) and highly agentive referent in discourse. (4) shows an excerpt involving a sequence
of clauses in a narrative. Here, perfective patient-voice verbs are used for presenting foregrounded transitive
events performed by the protagonist (the speaker), encoded as oblique-marked pronouns:

(4) ’ési
’esi
exist

amurócu
a-mu-rocu
stat-move-downhill

núngnung
núngnung
stream

nialatúmulua.
ni-ala-tumulu-a.
pfv-become-plenty-nmlz

c0’0́le
c0’0l0-ai
see-pv.pfv

kúa.
’ikua.
1sg.obl

’acu
’acu
res

mororócu
mu-ro-rocu
move-red-downhill

ńıa
’inia
3obl

sua
sua
foc

vavúlu.
vavulu.
wild.pig

patupuné
patupunu-ai
throw.at-pv.pfv

’ikúa.
’ikua.
1sg.obl

tia
tia
fut

sumasangáne
s〈um〉a-sanganai
〈um〉red-fight.back

káni
kani
evi

’ikúa
’ikua
1sg.obl

misé.
mise.
quo

‘There was a deep stream further down. I looked over (there at the stream). The wild pig had already
gone down there below. I threw (wood branches) at (it). “(It) wanted to fight me back”, I thought.’
(KNV-1011:186-192)

� The genitive agent (occurring in non-perfective patient-voice clauses), on the other hand, may represent
generic or non-specific agentive participants. (5) shows an excerpt from a procedural narrative explaining the
preparations involved in the Kana’iara Festival. Here, the genitive agent represents whoever is participating
in the Festival, and does not have specific reference:

(5) sua,
sua
ctrv

vutúkulu
vutukulu
fish

ia,
ia
top

tińın=pa
tini-0n=pa
hang-pv.ipfv=cont

ké.
ke
3.gen

na:,
na
loc

rócu.
rocu
bottom

tanása.
tanasa
house

‘As for the fish, they would hang them at the bottom of the house.’ (1010-PKP:104-109)

� The oblique agent is almost never omitted from mentioning in discourse. When it is, it serves as an instance
of zero anaphora, whereby a given (and topical) referent is tracked or referred back to. (6) shows an excerpt
from a narrative where the protagonist (the speaker) is referred to by a zero agent in a perfective patient-voice
clause:

(6) alivalé=cu,
alivali-ai=cu
reply-pv.pfv=cos

0́’0.
0’0
yes

misé.
mise
quo

‘(I) replied “Okay!”’ (1029-MKN:274-276)
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� The genitive agent, in contrast, is omitted when the (non-perfective) patient-voice verb it occurs with is
used as an agentless passive, as in (7). In other words, in Kanakanavu, only non-perfective patient-voice verbs
may be used as agentless passives (without any further syntactic operations); perfective patient-voice verbs
can only be used as “active” verbs.

(7) a. mintás0
mintas0
powerful

kán
kani
evi

sua
sua
det

vúlu
vulu
arrow

si,
si
because

nelúpaca
ni-ulupaca
pv.perf-use

váva
vava
bone

kalávung.
kalavung.
bull

‘The arrows were powerful because the bull’s bones were used.’

b. ’án:,
ka’an0
neg

alémin,
a-loimi-0n
stat-forget-pv.ipfv

matanganái
mata-nganai
become-name

sua
sua
ctrv

0nco, eh=, tapcaláke
tapucalake
Tapcalake.people

si,
si
because

‘The Tapcalake people will not be forgotten in the naming ritual (of the Mikong Festival), because
...’ (1036-AKN:619)

� Accordingly, although the oblique case is generally used for coding peripheral participants – such as adjuncts,
as in (3a) above – the oblique agent is in no way peripheral. In anything, it is the genitive agent that may
serve as a peripheral participant (i.e. an omitted agent) in the patient-voice construction

3 Distributional differences between the two (differently case-marked)
agents

� Despite the (semantic, syntactic and discourse) prominence exhibited by the oblique agent, its occurrence
is highly restricted: it only occurs in affirmative indicative perfective patient-voice clauses. The
genitive agent, however, is found to occur in a variety of patient-voice clause types

� Kanakanavu distinguishes three mood categories: the indicative, the subjunctive and the imperative. In
the subjunctive mood (obligatorily inflected with two negative auxiliaries – past negative kó or prohibitive
’akúni), where all patient-voice verbs are marked by the subjunctive patient-voice marker -ai, patient-voice
agents are invariably genitive-marked

(8) Subjunctive patient-voice clauses with pronominal agents invariably marked in the genitive

a. kó=maku
ko=maku
neg.pst=1sg.gen

paré
pari-ai
dry.in.sun-pv.sbjv

tikúr=aku.
tikuru=maku
clothing=1sg.gen

‘I didn’t dry my clothes in the sun.’ (Elicited)

b. kó
ko
neg.pst

ké
ke
3.gen

kán:,
kani
evi

0nco, lav́ıse.
lavisi-ai
weed-pv.sbjv

‘She didn’t remove (it/the plant).’ (1033-MKN:71-73)

� In subordinate clauses such as temporal/conditional adverbial (9a) and relative clauses (9b), patient-voice
verbs only occur in non-perfective forms, and the agent is invariably marked in the genitive:

(9) Adverbial and relative clauses with patient-voice agents invariably marked in the genitive

a. me
mia
when

té=cu
tia=cu
fut=cos

ké
ke
3.gen

ecú’un
iacu’u-0n
aim.at-pv.ipfv

sua
sua
ctrv

taniár0
taniár0
sun

ia,
ia
top

‘When they were about to aim at the sun ...’ (KNV-1016:372-373)

b. sua
sua
ctrv

ném0k0
[ni-0m0k0
pv.perf-plant

ké
ke]RC

3.gen

sua
sua
ctrv

v0́’0
v0’0
pomelo

ia,
ia
top

tátia=cu.
tatia=cu.
big=cos

‘The pomelos that he had planted, they were now big.’ (KNV-1016:521-524)
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� Non-perfective patient-voice verbs can also be used directly as nominalizations, where the genitive case
marks the agent participant (10b) involved in the nominalized situation

(10) Nominalized patient-voice clauses with genitive-marked agents

a. tia
tia
fut

v0́n
vua-0n
give-pv.ipfv

kasúa
kasua
2sg.obl

sinát0
sinat0
book

ı́si.
isi
this

‘This book is what will be given to you.’ (Kanakanavu Dictionary:entry isi)

b. mata,
mata
and

niketaĺısi
ni-ketalisi
pv.perf-weave

ké
ke
3.gen

ia,
ia
top

r0r0́k0n
r0r0k0-0n
tie-pv.ipfv

ké
ke
3gen

kán
kani
evi

na
na
loc

kálu.
kalu
wood

‘And, what he had woven, he would tie it onto a piece of wood.’ (KNV-1016:29-34)

� In summary, whereas the oblique agent is only found in affirmative indicative clauses, the genitive agent
shows a much wider distribution, covering both indicative and non-indicative moods, and main and different
subordinate (including nominalized) clause types. The distributional differences between the two types of
agents and their relations with patient-voice marking can be illustrated schematically as in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2: Distributional differences between the two types of agents and relationship with patient-voice marking

Genitive agent Oblique agent

Nominalization Rel/Adv Cls non-pfv main Cls Sbjv main Cls Pfv main Cls

-0n, ni - -ai

4 A diachronic analysis

� The phenomenon in Kanakanavu presents an interesting contrast between: (i) the prominent status of
the oblique agent in perfective PV verbs compared to the peripheral/omissible status of the genitive
agent in non-perfective PV verbs; and (ii) the restrictiveness of the former in distribution compared
to the latter

� One crucial piece of the puzzle lies in the subordinate origins of the non-perfective patient-voice
markers

– The non-perfective patient-voice markers in Kanakanavu – imperfective -0n and perfect ni - – are reflexes
of two patient nominalizers – *-en and *<in> – respectively in Proto Austronesian (Ross 2009)

– In the vast majority of Formosan and Philippine languages, several nominalizers were reanalyzed as voice
markers and have completed restructured the indicative verbal clause morphosyntax (a process known as
the nominalization-into-verb innovation). In these languages (what Ross calls “Nuclear Austronesian”
languages) agents are invariably marked in the genitive, regardless of aspect-mood and clause type (cf.
Starosta et al. 1981; Ross 2009)

– Below are examples of the Matu’uwal (Atayalic) voice system, showing one agent-voice (11a) and two
patient-voice (11b-c) clauses in the indicative mood:5

5Matu’uwal (also known as Mayrinax Atayal) exhibits a Philippine-type voice system, which typically involves a four-way voice
distinction. For the interest of time and due to the focus of this study, only agent- and patient-voice clauses are shown here.
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(11) Matu’uwal verbal clause

a. musa’
m-usa’
av-go

i
i
lnk

lumanguy,
l<um>anguy
<av>swim

‘(They) would go swimming.’ (1053-WBA:34) Agent voice

b. nagawun=nha’
naga-un=nha’
wait-pv=3pl.gen

kumut
k<um>ut
<av>cut

ku
ku
spec

gipun.
gipun.
Japanese

‘They would wait to kill the Japanese.’ (1041-WBA:13) Patient voice

c. binaiq=mu
b<in>aiq=mu
<pv>give=1sg.gen

cu’
cu’
obl

pila’
pila’
money

ku
ku
spec

’ulaqi’.
’ulaqi’.
child

‘I have given the child money.’ (based on Huang 1995:49) Patient voice

– In these languages, the patient-voice markers may also serve as nominalizers, just as the two non-
perfective patient-voice markers do in Kanakanavu (10). Below are some examples from Matu’uwal:

(12) Matu’uwal nominalizations

a. makiya’
ma-kiya’
av-exist

ragiyax
ragiyax
mountain

ru
ru
and

nanuwan
nanuan
what

ku
ku
spec

niqun=nha’,
niq-un=nha’
eat-pv=3pl.gen

‘They were in the mountains, (and) so what would be their food / the things they eat?’ (1041-
WBA:29)

b. rahuwal
rahuwal
large

ku
ku
spec

binaiq
b<in>aiq
<pv>give

ga,
ga
top

‘If the offerings / the things that were given were in large quantities, ...’ (1041-WBA:29)

� This contrasts with Formosan languages where the nominalization-into-verb innovation did not occur (Ross’s
“non-Nuclear Austronesian” languages), where the reflexes of these PAn nominalizers still only serve nom-
inalization functions to this day (e.g. Rukai, Puyuma). (13) below shows data from the Katipul dialect of
Puyuma, where the morpheme -en still (only) serves as a (patient) nominalizer (13a), contrasting with its
(irrealis) verbal counterpart -i in (13b):

(13) Katipul Puyuma (Ross 2009:308)

a. a
nom:indef

ka-kezeng-en
Ca-pull-uvp:nmlz

ini
this:nom

na
nom:def

hung.
ox

‘This ox is (something) to be pulled away.’ Equational clause (with nominalized predicate)

b. tu=ka-kezeng-i
agt:3s=Ca-pull-uvp:irr

ini
this:nom

na
nom:def

hung.
ox

‘This ox will be pulled away (by someone).’ Verbal clause (patient-voice irrealis)

� Crucially, the oblique case is found to mark agents in undergoer/patient voice in some Formosan languages
where voice markers do not have identifiable subordinate origins (e.g. Tsou and Puyuma, with dialectal
differences, see Teng 2007:222 and Ross 2009:313-314). Although the picture is a bit more complex for
pronouns, this is found in lexical NP case markers in Tsou, where an opposition between core/nominative
and oblique cases is found:
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(14) Core-oblique case distinction in Tsou lexical NPs (Zeitoun 2005: 266)

a. mo
av.rls

m-osi
av-put

ta
obl

pangka
table

to
obl

emi
wine

’o
nom

amo.
father

‘Father put some wine on the table.’ Agent voice

b. i-si
uv.rls-3s.gen

si-a
put-pv

ta
obl

pangka
table

to
obl

amo
father

’o
nom

emi.
wine

‘Father put the wine on the table.’ Patient voice

� Since Kanakanavu perfective patient-voice verbs (stem-ai) do not have identifiable subordinate origins at
all, the oblique agent that occurs with them can be posited as a remnant of a more conservative
argument-marking pattern, probably one that is similar to what is observed in Tsou and Puyuma lexical
NP case markers (core/unmarked patient vs. oblique agent)

– In contrast, the genitive agent can be posited as having originated as possessors in nominaliza-
tions, which were reanalyzed into verbal voice markers, introducing the genitive agent into the verbal
clause domain

– Inferred from its synchronic distributional properties, the genitive agent probably first began “invading”
verbal clause morphosyntax in more subordinate contexts (e.g. in relative and adverbial clauses), before
they entered (less transitive) main-clause environments (i.e. non-perfective and non-indicative clauses).
This can be seen in as Figure 3 below, which represents a diachronic pathway hypothesized based on
the synchronic distributional representation in Figure 2 above:

Figure 3: Proposed diachronic pathway for insubordination of (patient) nominalizers into verbal (patient-)voice
markers and the development of the genitive agent

Genitive agent Oblique agent

Nominalization > Rel/Adv Cls > non-pfv main Cls > Sbjv main Cls > Pfv main Cls

-0n, ni - -ai

– According to this hypothesis, what distinguishes Kanakanavu from Nuclear Austronesian languages
(such as Matu’uwal) is that the reanalysis of (patient) nominalizers as verbal (patient-)voice markers is
still in progress, leaving the perfective main clause unaffected6

– The oblique agent is currently occupying the most transitive syntactic domain (based on the scalar
notion of transitivity in Hopper & Thompson 1980) of the verbal clause, resisting replacement by the
genitive agent, which has successfully “conquered” all other (less transitive) syntactic domains, even the
subjunctive patient-voice clauses where verbs are marked by -ai

– The diachronic development can be essentially considered an insubordination process (Evans & Watan-
abe 2016), whereby subordinate structures (i.e. nominalizers and possessor (genitive) marking) were
recruited as main clause structures (i.e. voice markers and agent (genitive) marking)

– The proposed pathway can also explain why the oblique case in Kanakanavu is functionally split in
marking both prominent (agent) and peripheral (adjuncts) participants: the genitive case has disrupted
the original full functional spectrum of the oblique case (covering a whole range of non-subject/non-
primary-argument participant types) by carving up the space represented by less prominent agents

6Although this study does not make any subgrouping claims, this is in line with Zeitoun & Teng’s (2016) claim that the reanalysis
of PAn nominalizers is “partial” in Kanakanavu compared to Nuclear Austronesian languages.
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5 Conclusion

� This study has investigated a case of (aspect-conditioned) restriction on grammatical relations in Kanakanavu,
an Austronesian language of Taiwan.

� A subset of transitive (patient-voice) verbs in the language may involve the agent being marked in the oblique
or in the genitive: the former is restricted in affirmative perfective clauses only, whereas the latter shows a
much wider distribution.

� It is argued that the genitive agent originated as possessors in nominalizations, and along with the insubor-
dination of two nominalizers, was introduced into the verbal clause to mark agent participants.

� The more conservative oblique agent is currently restricted in the most transitive syntactic environment,
being in competition with the genitive agent, therefore leading to the case alternation phenomenon for agent
marking in patient-voice clauses at the synchronic stage.

� This study entertains a diachronic hypothesis that has implications for how restrictions on agent marking may
arise through insubordination. It also establishes a (descriptive) foundation for further investigating whether
the Kanakanavu patient-voice clause exhibits a true instance of differential agent marking (cf. Arkadiev 2017),
and how Kanakanavu fits into the overall picture of differential argument marking.7

� Thank you!

– ycheng@ucsb.edu

– yiyangcheng@fas.harvard.edu
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